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CAUTION: 
1．Read all instructions before installing; 

2．Installed by a qualified electrician; 

3．To prevent fire, electrical shock, and bodily injury, shut off the power before installation and maintenance; 

4．For indoor use only( Don’t install in the wet location); 

5．If the external flexible cable or cord of the lamp is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or its service 

agent or a similarly qualified person. 

6．The light source of this lamp is irreplaceable, and the entire lamp should be replaced when the light source reaches 

its end; 

7．Retain instructions for future maintenance reference.  
 
Product Model Description： 

 
SERIES POWER CCT COLOR SLING DISTANCE L/MM

LP301* （69mm width boundless） 

15W 

30：3000K 

 

40：4000K 

WT：white 

 

SG：silver gray 

543 

22W 830 

30W 1130 

45W 1430 

LP302* （95mm width boundless） 

15W 543 

22W 843 

30W 1143 

45W 1443 

LP321* （69mm width boundless） 

22W 543 

32W 830 

48W 1130 

LP322* （95mm width boundless） 

22W 543 

32W 843 

48W 1143 

 

eg：LP302-LD30E-P40SG Pending Ligne, 95mm width boundless, Power 30W, Non-dimming, PMMA diffuser, CCT 

4000K, silver gray. 
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Mounting Instructions: 

Note: Shut off the power before the installation and replacement or maintenance! 

1． Choose the appropriate sling distance according to the size of your lamps, punch holes in the ceiling and install the 

plastic gecko (from the accessories package), then lock the sling fixed head A on the plastic gecko with tapping 

screws. Connect the terminal of the three-hole terminal block with the input wire, then lock the bracket of the 

electrical box with tapping screws. The installation of the lamps should be firm and reliable to prevent them from 

falling. The distance between the inlet hole and the sling fixed head A is controlled at 150-250 mm, and the center 

distance of the mounting bracket is 42 mm. 

 

2．Pass one end of the steel cable with lead block through the sling fixed head B, and then lock the sling fixed head B 

and A to make the steel cable fall naturally. 

 
3．Hold the lamp body with one hand, gently lift the plate on both sides with the other hand, and then take off the diffuser. 

When lifting up the plate, the force should be uniform so as to avoid damage to the diffuser. 
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4．Hold the round handles on both sides of the lamp panel components with both hands, lift the lamp panel components 

horizontally and evenly upward, then gently pull out the male and female terminals, and place the lamp panel 

components next to each other. When lifting up the lamp panel components, do not exert too much force to avoid 

pulling off the internal wiring of the lamp body. 

 

 

5．Lock the steel cable buckles on both sides on the lamp body. 

 

 

6．Reconnect the male and female terminals, pick up the lamp panel components horizontally, then vertically put them 

into the lamp body, and cover the diffuser. 

 
 

7．Hold up the lamp, then press the top of the steel cable buckle, and thread the steel cable into the steel cable buckle, 

adjust the lamp to a suitable height, loosen the steel cable buckle, and then lock the safety terminal ( prevent the 

cable from falling off if the steel cable buckle fails) . 
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8．Loosen the white lock cap, and then connect the lamp power cable to the three-hole terminal block. Pay attention to 

distinguish between the live wire (L), the neutral wire (N), and the ground wire during the connection. 

 

9．The electrical box is level with the ceiling, and lock the electrical box and the bracket with the screws, then lock the 

white lock cap, and the lamp installation is finished. 

 

 

 

Replacement and maintenance  
When replacing or repairing the lamp, the disassembly process is contrary to the installation sequence.  

Note: When disassembling, hold the lamp to prevent falling.  

 


